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Abslract-The integration of evolutionary approaches with
adaptive memory processes is emerging as a promising new
area for research and practical applications. In this paper, we report our study on adding memory to the Evolutionary Planner/Navigator (EP/N), which is an adaptive
planning/navigation system for mobile robots based on evolutionary computation. Preliminary results from our experiments demonstrate the potential of such extension to
the E P / N in improving planning effectiveness in partiallyknown environments.

bility of finding suitable paths in partially-known environments. The next section reviews the EP/N briefly. Section
3 describes in detail the memory strategy we use, whereas
Section 4 presents preliminary results of various experiments and compares the results of the extended EP/N to
those obtained from the original, memoryless EP/N. Section 5 concludes the paper.
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11. DESCRIPTION
O F THE EP/N

The EP/N is an adaptive path planner/navigator for
guiding a mobile robot from some initial location to some
goal location following a collision-free and near-optimal
I. INTRODUCTION
path. It represents paths as chromosomes in uniquely
EMORY serves as a mechanism for storing previ- designed data structures, measures path feasibility (i.e.,
ous experience and knowledge to aid problem solv- whether a path is collision-free) and quality (i.e., nearing strategies. In the problem of robot navigation, the optimality) by an evaluation function, and evolve paths
knowledge from the robot's past exploration of the envi- to better ones via special genetic operators incorporatronment together with the knowledge from previous nav- ing problem-specific knowledge. The EP/N is particularly
igation tasks, can be used to facilitate more efficient and characterized by unifying off-line planning and on-line planeffective planning. Thus, we are motivated to study the ning/navigation with the same evolutionary algorithm. For
issue of adding memory to the memoryless Evolutionary on-line operation, the evolutionary algorithm enables siPlanner/Navigator (EP/N) [9], [13], [14], [15], [16] for mo- multaneous planning and robot movement to achieve high
efficiency and effective adaptation of the robot to changes
bile robots.
The approaches to memory extension in evolutionary or uncertainties in an environment.
Specifically, the on-line EP/N runs two processes in parsystems could be classified in different categories. One possibility is to distinguish between
allel:
local memory approaches, where single individuals are
1. navigation of the robot along the current best path
extended by their own memory structures, and
while sensing the environment to detect unknown obglobal memory approaches, where a memory is emjects, and
ployed for the whole population, as in tabu search [6],
2. continuation of the evolution process in search for further path improvements, taking into account new lo171.
cation of the robot and newly sensed objects (if any).
The above categories can be further divided on the basis of
additional attributes, such as whether memory size is static The two processes are related in the following way: while
or changeable over time, whether 'genetic' operators oper- the robot moves along the current best path p , , the best
ate on memory chromosomes, and whether, in the case of new path p emerged from the evolution process is checked
local memory, individuals exchange information stored in every R generations for feasibility: if p is feasible, the robot
their memories. General issues involved in using memory starts moving along p ; otherwise the robot continues to
include (1) the memory structure, (2) the rules for remem- move along p , while the evolution process also continues.
bering (i.e., storing information in the memory), and (3) Note that during such on-line navigation, the starting lothe rules for recalling (i.e., accessing the memory informa- cation of each path (chromosome) in a population is contion), etc.
stantly updated to reflect the current location of the robot
In this paper we examine one particular local memory as it moves. By letting the robot to follow the current best
strategy, which is to equip each individual in a population path from the continuing evolution, the EP/N is able to
with a memory buffer in addition to its active chromosome. constantly improve the robot motion between the current
We apply this strategy to the EP/N to enhance its capa- location of the robot and the goal, even if the robot is not
approaching any obstacles. A discovery of a new obstacle
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other words, unlike some traditional planners, the EP/N
does not discard the planning process and re-start it from
scratch (or with an equal effort) whenever there are new
objects which may block the best path. Rather, it takes
advantage of the information accumulated so far by continuously keeping the evolution process of paths. The process
self a d a p t s to changes in real-time.
Note that this characteristic of the EP/N also distinguishes the system most significantly from many on-line
reactive planners, which do not try to optimize (i.e., globally plan) paths. Unlike the existing reactive planners,
the EP/N does not just react to newly sensed information
but acts on the basis of the known information, as well as
the knowledge accumulated so far about the environment.
When we compare this approach to traditional methods we
cannot classify the evolutionary method neither as a global
planning approach like the roadmap or the cell decomposition [8] nor as a local one. It is a general strategy where the
planner makes use of both accumulated and newly sensed
information and is flexible to such aspects of planning as
changes in the environment or multiple optimisation goals.
And that is why this method seems to be so competitive.
It is for the sake of better utilization of the known information or past experience that we study the addition of
local memories to the on-line EP/N. In this study, we build
memory structures upon the latest version of the EP/N (as
described in [16]), except that we drop the consideration on
path clearance in the path evaluation function to make it
easier for us to compare results from different experiments.
111.

USE O F

MEMORY

Process of recalling.

at the beginning of every generation,
after every modification of a chromosome,
before every step of the robot motion, or
after the discovery of every previously unknown obstacle.
Also, there can be a stochastic variable to make the recalling of memory based on some probability at those times.
In our current implementation with the EP/N, memory
is recalled every time the robot encounters a previously
unknown obstacle. Note that this is the time when all
paths in the current population are re-evaluated (to take
into account the effect of the newly discovered obstacle).
During this re-evaluation process, the chromosomes in the
memory buffer of an individual become active and are also
re-evaluated together with the active chromosome of the individual. Since active chromosomes represent paths starting from the current location of the robot, whereas chromosomes in a memory buffer represent paths from some
(likely different) prevzous locations of the robot, it is necessary to adjust the starting points of the remembered paths
to the current location before re-evaluation. After the reevaluation, if any of the remembered paths is better than
the currently active chromosome of the individual, then it
is swapped with the current one to become active, while the
latter becomes inactive and is remembered in the memory.
Figure 1 illustrates the potential usefulness of the described idea.

As mentioned in Section 1, there are three major issues
related to the use of memory: structure and content of
memory, how to remember information, and how to recall
information. We now discuss them in turn.

the parent’s path
from the memory buffer

Memory structure and content. We have implemented the
following local memory strategy for the EP/N: each individual in a population has its own memory structure, and
there is no exchange of information among individuals in
the population. An individual consists of an actzve chromosome, which represents a path, and a memory buffer,
which may contain several chromosomes (i.e., paths) inherited from the individual’s ancestors. The size of the
memory buffer is constant during the time of an evolutionary process.

The first generation of populations
have empty memory buffers. Then, each time after a new
individual is generated, if it is good enough to be included
in the next generation of population, the active chromosome of its parent (or better parent - in case there are
two parents) is added to its memory buffer. In addition,
it will inherit the chromosomes in the memory buffer of its
parent or better parent. Thus, what is remembered (i.e.
the content of memory buffers) increases as the generation
number increases. Each memory buffer is a FIFO queue
such that when it is full, the oldest path (chromosome) is
deleted to make room for a new one.

Recalling memory can occur at differ-

ent times, such as

1

Process of remembering.

robot’s current position

the position when the parent
was remembered
Fig. 1. Usefulness of memory

Iv. EXPERIMENTAL
STUDY
We have performed a few experiments by running the
extended EP/N with memory and compare the results with
the results obtained under the memoryless EP/N.
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A . Comparison on path quality

As explained in [16], in a partially-known environment
where a robot encounters unknown obstacles during a navigation task, a reasonable measure of the quality of the
actual path that the robot takes is to divide the path into
so-called fragments: the cut point between fragments is the
location where the robot senses a new obstacle. There are
as many cut points as the number of new obstacles sensed
during the robot’s movement (therefore the number of fragments, f ,is by one greater than the number of cut points).
Then each fragment is compared to an ideal path generated
to connect the fragment’s start and goal locations’, which
results in a relative error e; in path cost for the segment.
We use eis to compare the qualities of two alternative
real paths.

B. Experiments and results
We have done experiments in the environments shown
in Figures 2, 3, and 4, where the unknown obstacles are
indicated by the boundaries only and the rest are known
obstacles. The sizes of those environments are 600x400,
540x450 and 630x450, respectively. The navigation task
of a robot in each environment is indicated by a dot at the
lower-left corner as the starting location and a dot at the
upper-right corner as the goal location of the robot.

Fig. 4. Environment 3 with two unknown obstacles

EP/N without or with memory. We first ran the memoryless EP/N, i.e., the memory buffer size m = 0, and next
- the extended EP/N with different memory buffer sizes:
m = 1 , 2 , and 5, respectively. In each run, the population
size was set to 20, and the number of generations n between
the robot’s (two adjacent) steps was set to 10.
Figures 5, 6, and 7 display sample paths traveled by the
robot under the guidance of EP/N in these environments,
where the end points of fragments are clearly marked.

Fig. 5. A sample path traveled (in environment 1)

Fig. 2. Environment 1 with one unknown obstacle

Fig. 6. A sample path traveled (in environment 2)

Tables 1-4 show the results obtained from the four sets
of experiments in each of the three environments, where

Fig. 3. Environment 2 with one unknown obstacle

the symbols are:

For the navigation task in each environment, we have
run four sets of simulations to test the behavior of the
‘Such an ideal path can be generated by running the EP/N off-line
in the same environment but with all obstacles known for a sufficient
number of generations.
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m - the size of a memory buffer;
- the average number of generations elapsed during
the traversal of an entire path;
ci - the average cost of the i-th fragment of the path;
t?i - the average error of the i-th fragment of the path;

g

~

TABLE IV
EXPERIMENTAL
RESULTS FOR ENVIRONMENT 3 (CONT’D)
m J

I

Fig. 7. A sample path traveled (in environment 3)
ui - the standard deviation of e;.
The statistics were obtained by repeating each experiment
100 times. Note that only those runs which resulted in end
points of a corresponding fragment close together (within a
circle of the radius 3) were used in the statistics to make the
results fair. Moreover, the first fragment in any situation
was not considered since its creation was not affected by
whether there was a memory (due to that the first recalling
of a memory occurs when an obstacle is sensed, which is
when the first fragment ends).

TABLE I
RESULTS FOR
EXPERIMENTAL

1

ml
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1
2
5 1

c2

628.43
580.67
575.10
576.46

I
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I

0.0634
0.0564
0.0580

ENVIRONMENT

I
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I

0.0383
0.0449
0.0299

1

I
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I

600.67
607.22
598.21

ENVIRONMENT

m
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62

62

9

0

620.86
611.94
612.60
607.83

0.0973
0.0851
0.0859
0.0787

0.0518
0.0387
0.0384
0.0438

450.00
447.45
442.73
445.71

1
2
5

TABLE I11
EXPERIMENTAL
RESULTS FOR
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I
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1

9

I
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conditions. Generally, they seem to generate better paths
(with smaller ei) consistently (with small U ) and faster
(with smaller number of generations 9). With added memory, the EP/N increased its efficiency for those cases where
the memory was really helpful. However, Table 2 shows
that memory did not improve the planner a Iot, suggesting
that memory is not always helpful (as it is the case with
environment 2). This is also easy to understand.
What is interesting, but not apparent from these preliminary results, is the effect of the size of a memory buffer.
Although it appears that the larger m is, the better the
results are, the improvements on results are too small to
make such conclusion definite. Hence, we have run a few
additional experiments, which indicated that for the larger
number of generations before the memory was recalled, i.e.,
before the robot encountered an unknown obstacle, the advantage of a larger memory became more significant.

I 0.1269 1 0.0953 I 619.56

TABLE I1
RESULTS FOR
EXPERIMENTAL

62

0 I 0.0999 1 1.0766 I 294.80
1 I 0.0581 I 0.1600 I 285.65
.. .
2
0.0672 0.2562 283.48
5
0.0297 0.1107 279.23

V. CONCLUSIONS
This work aims to explore the role of memory in a system’s adaptation to changes in an environment. Our experiments show that even a simple memory structure can have
complex influence on the system performance. The role of
a memory also depends on specific environments; for some
of them it is much more significant than for others.
For future work, we would like to focus on gaining more
insights about the role of memory structures in evolutionary systems. What kind of memory strategies are better?
How can remembered information be recalled and used
more efficiently? Which approach could decrease computational cost for memory operations? Should the size of
memory vary during one run of the system? How good are
multi-chromosome structures with a dominance function?
We hope that further experiments with the EP/N would
provide partial answers for the above questions.
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